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What is the Butterfly Effect? The butterfly effect is the idea that something small, like a bee buzzing around a flower can have big effects like growing enough food to feed the city . This rests on the notion that the world is deeply interconnected, such that one small occurrence can influence a much larger complex system. It comes from “chaos theory,” If you're in AP, you’ve probably experienced the chaos that one late approval on an invoice can cause for you and your vendors.At Mekorma, we've seen that small changes in the AP workflow can have profoundly positive effects.  We’ve chosen 4 of them that every company should consider.  Each one of these has impact on its own and they are also all interconnected to have a huge impact together.For example, many of our clients administer multiple entities. You might be surprised to know how much of a difference something as simple as using one window to administer all their payment actions for all their companies can make. Or get this--according to IOFM, the Institute of Financial Management, one of the most important things you can do is to digitize your invoices. Having an easy way to capture them embedded right in your ERP gives the online access that makes mobile approvals possible.   Mobile approvals give the agility you need to safely automate your payments. And, automating your payments relieves you of the burden of signing, folding and mailing checks.  Each one of these reduces days to pay which has profound implications on your vendor relationships and on your terms discounts. Now, I’m going to turn this over to Brendan who will tell you a story of how this worked for one of our clients.What Does the Butterfly Effect Offer You? | Psychology TodayHow a dandelion can hold back a flood: Initiating the butterfly effect for good (nationalgeographic.com)Now Brendan is going to tell you a story of how.



• Shared service AP department runs 8 vertically-
integrated HVAC companies.

• Their finance department relied on check-based 
payments, but they faced challenges in scaling their 
back-office processes to support growth in new 
markets. 

• The Accounts Payable (AP) team was bogged down 
in manual and redundant processes, including 
logging into each company's system separately and 
chasing signatures for check payments. The team 
processed up to 30 batches and 250 checks weekly. 
Vendor requests for electronic payments added to 
their burden, and maintaining vendor banking data 
was a concern.

Case Study: HVAC Company

Challenges

Industry: Industrial Machinery Manufacturing

ERP: Great Plains

Vertical: HVAC Distribution Service

Annual Revenue: $300 Million

Live Date: January 2021
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and I’m going to share with you a story that may sound all too familiar to some of you.  This story is about an HVAC distribution company that was encountering some challenges. They were constrained by time and resources so we’re looking to make a small change that had some BIG impact amplified across time and space. �The company faced significant challenges in their Accounts Payable operations, struggling with outdated check-based payments and inefficient processes that hampered their ability to scale smoothly into new markets. The AP team was overwhelmed by manual, repetitive tasks, such as accessing different company systems and securing necessary payment approvals. Additionally, increasing vendor demands for electronic payments and the responsibility of maintaining secure banking data added further stress to their workload.Speak to company challenges, build empathy for themSo they came to Mekorma, initially for assistance with the payment side of AP. That was the starting point.Make the point that any of the 4 wings can be an entry point to streamlining the AP process.
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�In our initial experience working with this company, we saw firsthand their struggle with manual invoice processing. They used to receive invoices via both email and snail mail, and the Accounts Payable (AP) team had to scan and send these for managerial approval. A major issue was the lack of a system to attach these invoices directly in their ERP, complicating access and management.The repetitive nature of these tasks, along with frequent issues like late or duplicate invoices, overwhelmed the AP team. Does this sound familiar?That's where Mekorma Invoice Processing made a huge difference. It automates the collection and data extraction of invoices using artificial intelligence, pushing the information directly into the ERP.This not only saves hours each week by eliminating manual data entry but also ensures that all invoices are accurately attached to transactions for easier validation and approval right within the ERP system.This enabled --------As we worked with them, it became clear that invoice capture was an issue. Talk about manual ! The team used to:Receive invoices by email and snail mailAP would scan and send to managers by email for approvalsThey had not established a process to attach all of these invoices to their AP transactions so the invoices were not available in their ERPAP would then pay by check once approvedThere were many frequent issues with late or duplicate invoices being sent to AP, and the team had a hard time keeping up with the volume.Does this sound familiar to you?Mekorma Invoice Processing was an ideal solution because it allows AP to collect invoices by email, and then artificial intelligence takes over to read and extract the data and push it into the ERP. AP staff no longer has to scan or type each invoice into the system, saving hours of time each week. The invoice images are even brought over, and they automatically get attached to the transaction. From there the AP team can handle validation and approvals, right within the ERP.
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from 10 to 3, capturing 
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From 10 to three days average to Pay.
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The company was managing Accounts Payable (AP) across multiple databases, requiring staff to frequently log in and out of various company profiles in the ERP system to perform identical tasks. This repetitive process was not only time-consuming but also increased the likelihood of errors.To address this, we introduced a solution that consolidates the user experience. With our product, users can now build and process AP batches from a single window in the ERP system. This change significantly reduces the need to navigate through different parts of the ERP, streamlining operations and improving accuracy.This resulted in -------The company, like so many of our customers, runs AP for multiple databases, using more than one checkbook for each.In the ERP system, this equates to a lot of repetitive work, logging in and out of companies to perform the same tasks.One of the things we look at is how to consolidate the user experience so that you can build and process batches from one window, minimizing the constant navigation within the ERP workspace. 
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The AP team struggled with getting timely approvals, as executives and managers were frequently traveling or out of office, and relied on physical signatures for checks.Mekorma introduced mobile applications that allow approvers to view documentation and take action from anywhere. This mobility ensures approvals can be managed promptly, regardless of the approvers' locations.In addition, with the invoices captured in the system, approvers can directly access and review the original invoices, facilitating faster and more informed approval decisions.This over time enabled - -----One of the biggest things AP teams struggle with is getting approvals in a timely manner, and this company was no exception.Executives and managers were often traveling or out of office, and the AP team relied on checks being signed. Mekorma was able to help on both the invoice and payment approval side, with convenient mobile applications that give approvers the ability of view documentation on their phones or in a browser, and take appropriate action from anywhere.  And because they had captured their invoices, the approvers could drill down right to the original invoices.



100% more flexibility in 
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The final step in transforming the HVAC company's Accounts Payable process was the implementation of our payment automation solution through an integration with a leading payment provider. Until this change, the AP staff had to drive up to an hour to the office to print and mail checks. This innovative solution offloaded the vendor enrollment, check mailing and bank account management parts of their payment process and now the controller can approve and process payments from anywhere.Now, between the reduction of clicks and our payment solution, their AP team is freed from these repetitive tasks and allows them to focus on more strategic activities.-----The final saving grace that this HVAC company implemented was our payment automation solution, allowing them to outsource their payments entirely via our integration to Corpay, a world-class payment provider.The Controller used to go nuts watching her staff fold and mail check after check. This solution eliminated that task entirely, putting it into our hands. 



2/3 vendors converted 
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On top of this nearly 2/3s of their vendors have adopted electronic payments, enabling faster more secure payments along with a healthy rebate. 



Why Mekorma?
Here’s what made us successful for our 
client:

• Mekorma functionality embedded right 
within their ERP system

• Mekorma integrated with their existing 
workflows

• Intuitive user experience helps the team 
learn and use automation features easily.

• Our responsive Professional Service and 
Support Teams

• Our self-service support portal

• Experience with over 5000 customers in 
Dynamics
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Our success with the client can be attributed to several key factors: Mekorma's functionality is embedded into their ERP system and aligns perfectly with existing workflows, ensuring a smooth transition. The intuitive user experience is designed to facilitate quick learning and efficient use of automation features. Additionally, our highly responsive professional service and support teams, coupled with a robust self-service support portal, provide reliable assistance whenever needed. Moreover, our extensive experience with over 5000 customers in Dynamics showcases our expertise and commitment to excellence in ERP solutions.



Sustainable, rapid 
growth—3 companies 

acquired with no 
additional AP overhead

$148K received to-
date via rebates

3 trees saved each 
year, and countingNo need to 

commute to office 
on payment day

$30K/yr saved in 
the AP function

Accounting Manager 
received a promotion
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As the butterfly effect implies, your organization may experience larger impacts than anticipated when you improve any of these areas of your AP process. As you can see, our client got increasing effects as these small changes added up.  First, they didn’t have to commute to the office during Covid just to approve and make payment. They saved $30K/yr in the AP function. They received $148K so far in rebates. They ‘ve acquired 3 more companies without having to add AP staff.   Their Accounting Manager received a promotion.  And each year that their payments shifted to electronic, they’ve saved at least 3 trees from being made into check stock.
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So what could the butterfly effect mean for you? What small changes could you make in your AP process that might have big effects?This year we’re tracking just how many trees our clients are collectively saving by converting off of checks.  We’re excited to be part of helping them do it.  And at this conference, we are offering to sit down with each of you to do a 15 minute AP health check where we’ll learn more about you and what you need.  For each health check that we do, we will be planting a tree! So come to our booth to request your health check.Also, if you’d like to see a demo snippet of any of these process improvements, ask us that as well!



Payment Hub for D365 Business Central
Join the Early Access Program

Be at the forefront of financial management with our early access release of 
Mekorma Payment Hub, offering advanced check printing and multi-company 
processing features. Join now to be an integral part of this evolution!
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In addition to those benefits, for our BC customers, we also have an early access program so we wanted to tell you about those benefits as well.Low initial pricing for a full year Submit feedback and testimonial to qualify for 3 free months at the first price increase.Receive a full subscription year free for being a case study.(free year available for up to 10 clients).We’re excited to work with you and to hear your feedback.



Brendan Coffey – Partner Engagement Manager

brendan@mekorma.com

Ora Goldman – Founder & CEO

ora@mekorma.com

THANK YOU

Come visit us at Table #46 and get an AP Health Check

Any Questions?
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We have gifts for the first 3 folks that ask questions.  What would you like to ask?
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